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Challenge

The current IA of Lifion’s mobile app does not support a 
native equivalent to the BMA experience, app specific 
navigation, or provide users flexibility in terms of how 

they would like to carry out tasks (chat vs. BMA). 

How can we modify the existing framework to support 
both simple transactional experiences as well as more 

immersive ones?  
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Initial BrainStorming on Long 
Term Vision



How Might We 
Outcomes…. 
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A “working alone together” exercise where 
participants complete the statement “How 
Might Me” in order to come up with design 
problems that need to be solved in order meet 
our overarching goals and then cluster 
overlapping notes



How Might We…. 
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Create an experience that accommodates both immersive 
BMA experiences and chat flows seamlessly? 

Have apps and actions co-exist in search? Can we provide 
helpful clues as to what users can search for?  

Move users between different BMAs without disorienting 
them? 

Create an immersive BMA experience that feels independent of the global 
nav while retaining easy access to the global navigation?  

Indicate which app you are in?   

Create tiered navigation of apps within apps that make more sense as a 
unified experience (TMBC suite for example)  

How handle onboarding actions vs. specific BMAs? 
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UX Challenges 



UX Challenges of Building an App Within an App 
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How do get to a BMA from within the Lifion App? 

Are there certain actions within the BMA that should also be actions? 

Where do BMA specific notifications live? 

What are the various ways we can handle navigating through a BMA within 
the Lifion app



Initial TMBC MockUps   
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Freehand Link

https://adp.invisionapp.com/freehand/document/mjTU1iVFL


Check-In Flow (Examples of an Action)     
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Freehand Link InVision Prototype

https://adp.invisionapp.com/freehand/document/mjTU1iVFL
https://adp.invisionapp.com/share/QWQ0W2ET2HV
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Pattern Study Insights



Pattern Study Insights
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Key Jobs to Be Done on Each App 
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Performance Pulse

Streamlining and removing bias 
from the performance review 
process. 

Weekly Check-In

➔ Going through check-in 
flow 

➔ Adding/Removing 
Priorities 

➔ Commenting on priorities
➔ Adjusting check-in 

sharing permissions 
➔ Analyzing check-in 

trends and results 
(especially for team 
leads) 

StandOut Snapshot

➔ Completing StandOut 
Assessment

Engagement Pulse

➔ Sending out surveys 
(team leads) 

➔ Setting up recurring 
surveys (team leads)

➔ Filling out engagement 
pulse surveys 
(associates) 

➔ Analyzing results (team 
leads) 

Performance Pulse

➔ Completing assessment 
for each team member or 
eligible associate



Prototypes of Talent Apps (for Reference)  
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Performance Pulse

Streamlining and removing bias 
from the performance review 
process. 

Weekly Check-In: https://adp.invisionapp.com/share/JHN9QGNWVYG#/screens

StandOut Snapshot: https://adp.invisionapp.com/share/VHDRDTXNY#/screens

Engagement Pulse: https://adp.invisionapp.com/share/T6Q0UP8GEWH

Performance Pulse: No prototype available

https://adp.invisionapp.com/share/JHN9QGNWVYG#/screens
https://adp.invisionapp.com/share/VHDRDTXNY#/screens
https://adp.invisionapp.com/share/T6Q0UP8GEWH
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Performance Pulse

Streamlining and removing bias 
from the performance review 
process. 

Business Problem

➔ Every disengaged employee costs 
companies 34% of their salary annually

➔ Low adoption of TMBC products due to the 
friction that a desktop only experience 
creates. 

Users & Customers

➔ Associates: members of teams that are 
often times individual contributors 

➔ Team leads: Key driver of employee 
satisfaction 

Hypothesis

➔ Associates: members of teams that are 
often times individual contributors 

➔ Team leads: Key driver of employee 
satisfaction 

Business Outcomes

➔ X % more weekly check-ins at ADP and 
other clients than the TMBC app 

➔ X % increase in engagement three months 
after launch

➔

User Benefits

➔ Low friction way of completing TMBC tasks 
that meets users where they are

➔ Seamless way for busy team leads to align 
with their team and drive better 
conversations with their team members

What’s the least amount of work we need 
to do learn the most important thing? 

➔ Show a prototype of our app to associates 
and team leads internally to gauge usability 

➔ Show a proof of concept 

What’s the most 
important thing we 
need to learn first?  

➔ What is preventing team 
leads and associates from 
checking on more regularly? 

➔ What kind of experience 
would compel them to use 
the app? 

Solution Ideas 
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Nielsen Norman Heuristic 
Analysis on Current App



Menu/Navigation
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System Status & Recognition 
vs. Recall: Hamburger menu 
conceals key destination within 
the app. This structure doesn’t 
help inform/orient the user. 

Aesthetics/Minimalist Design: 
Too many tabs that are similar or 
that have overlap distract the 
user from what is most relevant. 

Jargon:  Terms like learning 
pulse aren’t apparent to most 
users without being onboarded 
or trained. 



My Check-Ins
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Recognition vs. Recall: It’s unclear what these 
icons meet to the untrained user. 

Visibility of System Status: Displays 
useful information to associates 
about their team. However, it doesn’t 
provide any clear action for them to 
take. 



My Check-Ins
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Visibility of System Status: The user 
may be unsure if they completed this 
action since the persistence of the 
priority violates web conventions for 
similar apps. A notification, banner, or 
tooltip would help inform the user 
the consequence of this action.  



My Check-Ins
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Consistency & Standards: Swipe left to reveal 
additional actions is an expected behavior, 
which might justify hiding these functions 
(unless they are deemed critical). 



Activity Feed
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Recognition vs. Recall: The 
meaning of the icons isn’t very 
clear. 



My Check-Ins
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Use of Familiar Language: 
Nomenclature is clear enough, but 
worthy of testing further. The 
abbreviation “TL” for team leads is 
something we may want to stray 
away from.  



My Check-Ins
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User Control & Freedom: It is not 
clear how a user can interact with 
this screen. Additionally, the way 
comment threading is handled 
violates UX conventions 
unnecessarily. 



Current Check-In Flow 
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App Map
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ADP Mobile Navigation 
Insights



Key Takeaways (April 2019 MoTM) 
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➔ Slide 9: Participants found it very easy (overall score of 5/5) to interact with a tiered hamburger 
menu navigation

➔ Slide 15: Vertically nested subsections inside the hamburger menu performed well 
➔ Slide 18: Tabbed sub-navigation within a screen (similar to our current BMA paradigm) scored a 

2.83 (neutral)
➔ Slide 18: Sub-navigation under a header that contains more than three items creates dissonance 

with users especially if native gestures such as swiping are not supported 
➔ Slide 23: Participants proactively requested the capability to surface frequently used features 

(favorites feature) and when presented with design implementing this request, they were able to 
interact with it effectively. However, participants preferred to see “favorites” towards the top as 
oppose to beneath all the other options. 

➔ Slide 29: Expanded sub navigation outperformed the Slide In version. 

Link to the Full Study

https://adpworks.jiveon.com/docs/DOC-371539
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Competitor Pattern Study



Audible
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Spotify
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Amazon
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Google Newsstand 
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Gmail
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Udemy
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Mimo
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Kayak
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Kayak Continued
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Instaread
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Two Topic Content

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 

consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do 

eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et 

dolore magna aliqua.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 

consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do 

eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et 

dolore magna aliqua.



Organizations are always looking for 
ways to maximize employee potential 

and productivity.

With Gamify, your employees will 
leverage challenges to become more 

engaged, effective, & happier.

40#Caffeine4Work



Competitor Pattern Study 
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Link to the Pattern Study

https://adp.invisionapp.com/boards/VK3S3U2JMZU/


Business Value
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1

2

click to add title

click to add title

click to add title3



1

2

click to add title

click to add title

click to add title3

header
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Click to add text 



SUB-SECTION HEADER
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit. Donec eleifend, turpis a viverra 
varius, elit erat varius felis, et efficitur mi odio eu 
enim.



WORK IN PROGRESS
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Thank you.


